





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1Mari Kotani/ Miki Nakamura「Space, Body, and Aliens in Japanese Women's Science Fiction」
in『Science Fiction Studies』29券3号, Japanese Science Fiction 2002年11月，327～417頁
2新井素子，大森望「対談 みごとな「嘘」がＳＦの醍醐味――『チグリスとユーフラテス』の完結
をめぐって」『青春と読書』第34巻2号（通号267）集英社，1999年2月，50～55頁
3Tomoko Tanaka 『Apocalypse in Contemporary Japanese Fiction』 Palgrave McMillan, 2014年 
4Booker, M K/Anne-Marie Thomas『The Science Fiction Handbook』 Wiley-Blackwell Pub, 2009
年
5Mari Kotani/ Miki Nakamura，同書
6Tom Moylan『Scraps of The Untainted Sky』Avalon Publishing, 2000年
7 “A non-existent society described in considerable detail and normally located in time and space 
that the author intended a contemporaneous reader to view as worse than contemporary society 
but that normally includes at least one eutopian enclave or holds out hope that the dystopia can 
be overcome and replaced with a eutopia”　https://openpublishing.psu.edu/utopia/content/
defi nitions#_edn3 Retrieved on 2019/09/17












19Sherilyn MacGregor「From Care to Citizenship: Calling Ecofeminism Back to Politics」『Ethics 
and the Environment』 9券1号，2004年，56-84頁
“Because it is women (as mothers) who do the caring, nurturing, and subsistence work that 
sustains human life, women care about（ …）their environments which in turn leads them to 
take action to preserve and repair them. This relationship is to be celebrated, they argue, 
because caring for people and environments produces special insights about the interrelated 
processes of life that are different from the individualistic and exploitative (read: masculine) 
approach to these processes that has led to environmental degradation”.





“The mutual self admits relationship with others and simultaneously recognizes the “earth 
other” as an agent having intentionality and its place, and moreover understands the other as 
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“The mutual self admits relationship with others and simultaneously recognizes the “earth 
other” as an agent having intentionality and its place, and moreover understands the other as 
setting limits on “right” action. (...) As pointed out before, in Shinto, human and nature are seen 
日本女性ＳＦ作家における〈代替ユートピア〉
─ 87 ─




“In the relationship of the mutual self, the other is treated as an object to be cared for. (...) “Care” 
and “mutual self” cannot be separated”.
28Masatsugu Maruyama,同書
29Masatsugu Maruyama,同書　
“Caring does not mean nontouching or leaving alone. Rather, caring requires much attention and 
constant labor. But caring for particular natural objects may cause an imbalance in the wider 
ecosystem”.
30Masatsugu Maruyama,同書　
“Since（Shinto）is predominantly a religion of rice farming, it reveres women as having 
supernatural powers of birth”
31Masatsugu Maruyama,同書　
“Then what is the role of woman? The answer is simple. She is viewed as a mother. Since Shinto 
conceives a reverence for the reproduction of life, the task relating to birth, nursing, and caring 
is viewed as a sacred task. What woman has to do is to comply with this mothering role. 
Japanese women were taught that this sexual role was a holy duty. This is the position closest 




“The culture of nature-love does not ensure the love of nature. Love may not only 
unintentionally hurt nature but may also intentionally remake nature regardless of ecological 
rationality. And the male-female relationship that follows the principle of deconstructive dualism 




“In Shinto it is believed that diligent endeavor in daily life is at once the will of the Kami who 
brought this land into being and the fulfi llment of their will. The kami bestowed their blessings 
on the people of this land and desire that men’s lives should never cease to be productive and 
fruitful. (...) Individual existence finds fulfillment only as one realizes that one’s own life is 




“No human can survive forever. But as he or she has a vertical interrelationship with ancestors 
and descendants and a horizontal interrelationship with many degrees of community and natural 
beings, life itself continues through birth and death”.
40Lars Schmeink『Biopunk Dystopias : Genetic Engineering, Society and Science Fiction』
Liverpool University Press,2017年
“Utopia is defi ned by desire for improvement, not necessarily by the hope that change towards 
that desire is possible”.
41Lars Schmeink,同書
The uncertainty, insecurity, fragmentation, and dissolution of social, political, and economic 
realities that we experience in liquid modernity are thus refl ected in critical utopia/ dystopia’s 
ambiguous models of potential change.
42例えば「式年遷宮」を参照。Masatsugu Maruyama,同書において　
“Because Kamis always live present lives during history and express their way through every 
event, we need only to accept ongoing reality and should not dare to see it from past golden 
times. (...) Accordingly, Shinto is a religion of the relative - in the positive sense that it is 
committed to reality in the endless process of becoming. It is for this reason that Shinto places 
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Alternative Utopia in Japanese Women’s Science 
Fiction:
An Analysis of Arai Motoko’s Tigris and Euphrates
SAUTTO, Chiara
Abstract:
In this paper I analyze Japanese author Arai Motoko’s Tigris and Euphrates (2003). The 
novel reconstructs the chronicle of an attempted colonization of the planet Nine. After some 
centuries of prosperity, however, the dream of creating a utopian society on a diff erent 
planet ends miserably, due to the failure of artifi cial uterus technology and, consequently, 
to the declining birthrates. In this novel Arai deals with women’s issues such as childbirth 
and the meaning of motherhood, highlighting the struggles of being caged in a specifi c 
societal role which women are expected to play along. 
First, I classify the novel as an example of “critical dystopian apocalyptic literature”, 
based on the fact that the main event described in the novel is the end of the world 
(Apocalypse) and, despite portraying a dystopian society in a dystopic setting, it still 
“includes the hope and desire that the dystopia can be overcome and replaced with a 
eutopia”, which is a fundamental trait of critical dystopias.
Then, I compare the history of Japanese feminist debates related to reproduction (with 
an emphasis on abortion) with Nine’s historical happenings. This analysis highlighted a 
striking similarity between Japan and Nine’s chronology. 
At this point I argue that at the basis of Arai’s peculiar feminist theory it is possible to 
fi nd some perspectives common to Ecofeminism and Feminist Naturalism. In particular, I 
have found that the analogy between women and nature, and the negative view of a 
“science made by men for men” are expressed in the novel as well. 
However, since Ecofeminism has been criticized for its lack of clarity on how to 
overcome socially constructed gender, and the lack of explanation towards the possible 
action towards nature, I have applied the same perspective to the novel. I have referred to 
a critical approach that compares Shinto and Ecofeminism (Maruyama 2000), thus 
highlighting those elements derived from Shinto in Arai’s work.
In conclusion, I suggest that the apparently ambiguous ending of Tigris and Euphrates, 
while questioning the real meaning of utopia, at the same time also demonstrates the 
alarming failure in overcoming gender stereotypes, which are deeply rooted in Japanese 
society and even partially justifi ed by cultural beliefs, as Arai has made clear throughout 
her work.   
Keywords: Arai Motoko, Apocalyptic Literature, Utopia, Dystopia, Childbirth, Ecofeminism, 
Gender
